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Have no idea where to spend this vacation. Are you searching for the best place with best
affordable price? Here the best choice to spend your vacation is Sri Lanka. The Island of Sri Lanka
is completely enriched with natural resources especially it is famous for its culture and tradition.

Sri Lanka travel is not only a holiday trip. Perhaps it includes witnessing the culture, ethnicity and
tradition. Sri Lanka holidays are mostly prioritized by the vacation lovers from all over world. More
than half a million people were visiting Sri Lanka from all parts of the world.

Even though English is the working and professional language in Sri Lanka, they declared Tamil
and Sinhala as their official language, which is widely used throughout Sri Lanka. However these
two languages were used, English is taught in all schools as third language.

The land of Sri Lanka covers approximately 65,000 square kilometers. Sri Lanka contains more than
100 mountains, in addition, 50 waterfalls, which makes the island as heaven of earth. Sri Lanka
travel is a most amusing trip which takes the tourist closer to the nature.

Sri Lanka travel consists of Hikkaduwa, Benthota and Unawatuna, which are the splendid and
mesmerizing beaches on the southern part of Sri Lanka. The safety measures have been taken by
the tourism board to ensure the protection of the visitors. The visitors are allowed to swim, surf and
dive with the safety precautions. These places are completely deserved to spend Sri Lanka holidays
with our loved ones.

UNESCO declared the ancient places Polonnaruwa and Sigiriya as a world heritage site because it
adds cultural and historical value for the entire Island. Sigiriya is a granite peak which stands for
approximately 370 meter high as well. Usually the Sri Lanka travel consists of the places called
Anuradhapura and Kandy which is also announced as sacred cities by UNESCO. Anuradhapura is
a place of monasteries, palaces and monuments, the city was built more than 1000 years ago. No
Sri Lanka holiday is enjoyable and entertain able without the visit of Anuradhapura.

The climate of the Island Sri Lanka always falls between 20 and 30 degree Celsius.  The probability
of rainfall is more in Sri Lanka throughout the year. Either the North East Monsoon or South West
Monsoon will give rainfall for the island all over the year. Sri Lanka holiday will be a enjoyable one in
rainy season.
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